RICHMOND CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS, INCLUDING MAYMONT, SHARE JOINT REOPENING STATEMENT AS COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS ARE LIFTED

RICHMOND, VA - Richmond area cultural institutions, including museums, attractions and other sites, have released a joint statement as Virginia continues to lift additional COVID-19 restrictions.

The statement, endorsed by 20 cultural institutions in the area, reflects a set of shared values and provides staff, volunteers, and members of the public with a unified response during this challenging moment. Included is a list of shared protocols and safety measures to give visitors a clearer idea of what to expect in the coming weeks and months.

The joint statement reads:

As our Commonwealth enters into Phase 2 and our city prepares to, we want to assure all attendees that we are committed to providing everyone with safe, secure, and supportive access to our facilities. In the midst of a pandemic and a region-wide reassessment of our fraught racial history, we believe our cultural resources play an important role during these uncertain times. While we anticipate most sites will open in some capacity by early July, we will continue to use these shared principles and the facts on the ground to ensure the best experience for our visitors.

Signed,

Agecroft Hall and Gardens
The American Civil War Museum
The Black History Museum And Cultural Center of Virginia
The Branch Museum of Architecture and Design
The Children’s Museum of Richmond
Henricus Historic Park
The Institute for Contemporary Art
John Marshall House
Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden
The Library of Virginia

Maymont
The Poe Museum
Preservation Virginia
St. John’s Church Foundation
The Science Museum of Virginia
The Valentine
The Virginia Holocaust Museum
The Virginia Museum of Fine Arts
The Virginia Museum of History and Culture
The Wilton House Museum

The gardens and 100 acres of outdoor green space at Maymont have been open to serve the community every day during the preceding months. The Robins Nature Center at Maymont, a newly renovated attraction featuring an immersive indoor James River experience, will reopen under the collaborative shared values of Richmond cultural institutions.

-continued-
SHARED PROTOCOLS AND SAFETY MEASURES

VISITORS & STAFF

- Facemasks will be required of visitors, staff and volunteers (as required by Executive Order), with exceptions for young children
- Capacity will be reduced to provide guests space to socially distance. In some cases, pre-registration/timed tickets may be required
- Contactless payment and use of credit/debit card for purchases will be strongly encouraged
- Social distancing will be required, and may be encouraged with barriers, designated walk routes and additional signage
- Hand sanitizer and similar options will be available across institutions.

PROGRAMS/EXPERIENCES

- Programming will be temporarily suspended to reduce contact within large groups
- Alterations or adaptations to hands-on exhibits and experiences will be made to reduce interactions with high-touch surfaces

CLEANING PROTOCOLS

- Cleaning protocols will be expanded, especially in restrooms and high-touch areas
- Each site will clearly post their institution-specific guidelines and protocols on their websites, on social media and onsite

Since 1975, Maymont has been maintained and operated by the nonprofit Maymont Foundation. The Foundation is committed to creating experiences that delight, educate and inspire its guests. More than $3.5 million must be raised each year through donations to keep the estate and park open to the public. Maymont Foundation administrative offices are located at 1000 Westover Road in Richmond, Virginia. For more information, visit www.maymont.org or call 804-358-7166, ext. 310.
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